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At a conference last summer, I met a student activist from 
Egypt. In the midst of telling me about the situation in 
Egypt and the authoritarian regime’s repression of the 
student movement, he paused and said he did not want 
me to become depressed from all the horrifying stories. I 
had to tell him that speaking with him had the opposite 
effect. I already know that the world can be a dark place, 
so speaking with individuals who risk everything for a 
more just and free society only fills me with hope.   
       The last year, we have seen the pressure against 
higher education institutions, students and academics 
increase. The attacks against higher education commu-
nities and their members are alarming, and we should be 
worried. However, we should also remember that these 
attacks happen precisely because someone dares to ask 
critical questions about the societies they are part of, and 
dare to push for positive change. 
       As the winner of the Student Peace Prize 2017, Hajer 
Sharief, said in her acceptance speech; “Imagine how 
much worse the state of the world would be if no one 
were working for a better tomorrow”. 
       This is also one of the messages we want to con-
vey through our two campaigns; World’s Best News 
and Radi-Aid. We are advocating for a different way of 
communicating about development. Day by day, the 
world is becoming a better place to live in for more and 
more people. The progress would never happen if people 
did not work hard to create change. Therefore, media 
and aid organisations must communicate in a way that 
make people believe that change is possible, rather than 
fostering feelings like apathy and xenophobia. We need 
more stories of strong actors that are making a difference 
in their societies. 
       Throughout the last year, I have had the pleasure of 
getting to know many such strong actors – through the 
Students at Risk-program, the Scholars at Risk network, 
and meetings with SAIHs partner organisations. Through 
these meetings, I have learnt that although we live in 
different countries and contexts, the challenges we meet 

The President’s Greeting

I N G A  M A R I E  N Y M O  R I S E T H
P R E S I D E N T  O F  S A I H

are overwhelmingly similar. Therefore, global cooperation 
and global solidarity is crucial. 
       With this in mind, I wish to thank all the students 
contributing with SAIH-tenners through their semester 
fee and all the SAIH-supporters for their generous dona-
tions. Your support makes a huge difference for SAIH and 
our work.  
       Lastly, I want to thank our activists. As will become 
apparent when reading this report, SAIHs successes 
would not have been possible without the creativity and 
engagement that all of you manage to create throughout 
the country. Just as the student activist from Egypt, our 
activists stand out as a great source of inspiration.  
       Inspiration is also the feeling I hope you will be left 
with after reading this report – moved by issues we 
struggled against in 2016, and inspired to work for a 
better 2017. 
 
Enjoy the reading!



For more than 50 years, SAIH has been fighting for the right to quality higher education in 
solidarity with students and academics worldwide. We support projects initiated and run by local 
organizations. In 2016 we expanded our activities to Swaziland and Myanmar. Today we cooperate 
with 41 organizations in 8 different countries.  

WHERE WE WORK

In Latin America, we 
cooperate with  
partners in Nicaragua, 
Bolivia and Colombia.

In Southern Africa, we 
cooperate with partners 
in Zimbabwe, Zambia, 
Swaziland and South 
Africa.

Zambia National Education Coalition 
(ZANEC) has successfully lobbied for 
a new student loan scheme. This is an 
important victory in a country were 
higher education still is a privilege for 
those who have the economic conditions 
to attend quality schools and pay for 
expensive university fees.

Teachers are the single most important 
drive for access and quality in education. 
In Nicaragua, FADCANIC provides a 
multicultural teacher training programme 
for empirical teachers. Throughout 2016, 
329 empirical teachers were enrolled. 

SUCCESS STORIES FROM OUR PARTNERS:

 15 
partners
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In Asia, we started a 
partnership with  
Colours Rainbow in  
Myanmar in 2016.

The student organization SAYWHAT 
has successfully lobbied to broaden the 
scope of health and life skills syllabus 
at 13 teacher-training colleges in 
Zimbabwe. The new syllabus will benefit 
more than 7000 students per year. 

Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ) 
has successfully lobbied for a new health 
clinic with LGBT-friendly services. This 
is an important victory in a country were 
homosexuality is criminalized and LGBT-
people can`t seek health care without 
risking harassment and discrimination.

 25 
partners

1 
partner

5
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Finally,  after many attempts and fierce competition, Norwegian 
high school students chose to give Operation Days Work 2016 to 
SAIH.  

Operation Day’s Work 2016

Every year, Norwegian secondary and high school 
students choose one international aid project that 
they want to support with money raised during 
Operation Day’s Work. Many organisations apply and 
the final winner is announced at the Student Council 
(Elevtinget) in March. Finally, it was SAIH`s turn. 
 
Education - a powerful weapon
After 50 years of civil war, Colombia is a society 
characterized by violence and mistrust. Although a 
peace agreement was signed in 2016, this is only the 
first step in the right direction. To achieve peace, 
the entire community needs to be involved and work 
together. SAIH aims to equip youth to take the lead. 

 

      The project will be implemented in the period 
2017-2021. In close collaboration with seven Colom-
bian grassroots, our main objectives are: 

• Youth should be trained in conflict management 
and leadership, in order to engage in politics locally, 
nationally and internationally. They have the right to 
be heard. 
• Youth should have knowledge of their rights, in or-
der to claim them. They should be able to recognize 
when their rights are being violated, and be able to 
speak out without facing reprisals. 
• Schools should be an arena for learning, not mil-
itary recruitment. Children and youth recruited as 
soldiers should be welcomed back to their communi-
ties and schools. 

Thanks to all  the volunteers
Operation Day’s Work provided a unique opportunity 
to reach out with information on the situation for 
youth in Colombia. In total, 48 volunteers held 226 
lectures at 111 schools across the country. 
       As a result, 120 555 students across the country 
wanted to raise funds for SAIH, amounting to 23 
million kroner. A big thank you to everyone involved! 

 
SAIH’s Executive Commitee 2015-2016 taking a selfie at the announcement 
at Elevtinget, March 2016. 

 
Youths from SAIH`s partner organization, NOMADESC
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Being a student is not a crime

In many countries,  peaceful student activists are subjected to 
violence, arrests,  torture and expulsion from universities.  One 
of SAIH’s main political goals is to make the Students at Risk 
programme permanent in Norway. 

«Because of my activism, I have been in and out 
of prison and police cells” said Bheki Dlamini from 
Swaziland, one of the first students to arrive in Nor-
way through the Students At Risk programme (StAR) 
in 2015. 
       StAR became a reality after long-term lobbying 
and strategic work by SAIH and the National Union 
of Students in Norway (NSO). StAR gives students 
who have experienced persecution or been expelled 
from their learning institution because of political 
activism, the possibility to complete their education 
in Norway. 

A permanent solution
The StAR programme was originally set up as a pilot 
project for a period of two years (2014-2016), and 
20 students have been enrolled so far. In 2016, the 
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who funds 
the project, announced an expansion of one year 
(2016-2017). 
       - Our goal is to make StAR a permanent pro-
gram in Norway. Attacks targeting students is 
nothing new and will not end by 2017. By giving 
refuge to student activists fighting for human rights, 
Norway is sending a strong message to repressive 
regimes, says SAIH’s President Inga Marie Nymo 
Riseth. 

    In 2017, the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
will carry out an evaluation of the pilot project. 
We hope the evaluation will further develop and 
strengthen the programme. SAIH is also cooperating 
with NGOs and relevant actors within the higher ed-
ucation sector in Sweden, Finland and Denmark on 
spreading the programme to the Nordic countries. 

 
Bheki Dlamini, Swaziland

DID YOU KNOW? 
From May 2015 to September 2016, 
158 attacks on higher education 
in 35 countries were reported 
through the Scholars at Risk 
Network. 39 incidents were related 
to organized student activities.
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In 2016 SAIH`s political  
campaign went viral in social  
media. After Moroccan forces 
kicked out the largest delega-
tion ever trying to enter West-
ern Sahara, people from all  over 
the world are demanding  
a #Referendum Now. 

Hopeful symbol of a blue finger

Since the 1960s, SAIH has been fighting for decol-
onization, democracy and justice. We were active 
in the struggle against apartheid in South Africa 
and for the decolonization of East Timor. Therefore, 
it was only natural that our annual campaign 2016 
focused on Western Sahara, Africa’s last remaining 
colony. 
       More than 40 years after Moroccan forces first 
marched into Western Sahara, the struggle is still 
ongoing. While this forgotten crisis continues to 
be overlooked by the international media, around 
160 000 Saharawi refugees live in the neighbouring 
country Algeria. The patience and strength that the 
people has shown through peaceful and non-violent 
struggle is remarkable, but we know that the impa-
tience among the youth is growing. 

New report from SAIH
On behalf of SAIH, human rights lawyer Christian 
Ranheim wrote the report “Peace in sight?” The re-
port gives a unique introduction to Western Sahara’s 
history and the background of the conflict. It also 
looks into why this has become a deadlock-situa-
tion. 

       The following questions are addressed: What 
does international law say about the Saharawi peo-
ples demand for a referendum? What role does the 
world’s major powers play? In addition, what can 
the Norwegian government do to promote peace?  
 
#ReferendumNow
To highlight the demand for a free referendum, 68 
activists travelled to Western Sahara in January 
2016, as a bipartisan peace initiative. The largest 
delegation ever to travel to the occupied territory. 
Despite the international media attention created, all 
68 activists were deported by Moroccan police, and 
only one person reached the Western Sahara city of 
El Aaiún. 
       Following the deportations, a social media 
campaign using the hashtag #ReferendumNow was 
launched. The campaign was picked up by Sahara-
wi activists together with sympathizers worldwide 
and went viral on social media. With their fingers 
painted blue, people demonstrated their support of 
the Saharawi people and shared a common demand; 
referendum now!  
       One year later (January 2017) the hashtag has 
been used more than 250 000 times on social media. 

The Please Prize
In March, SAIH awarded President of the Western 
Sahara H.E. Mohamed Abdelaziz, His Majesty King 
Muhammed VI of Morocco and the Prime Minister of 
Norway Erna Solberg, with the «Please Prize». The 
unusual trio was awarded the prize for their poten-
tial to solve the disputes over Africa’s last remaining 
colony and achieve peace. Only the representative of 
Western Sahara attended the ceremony.

The delegation to Western Sahara represented a broad spectre of 
political youth parties and civil society organizations. Here with 
Inga Marie Nymo Riseth (SAIH) and Emilie Bersaas (AUF). 
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Around 160 000 Saharawis live in refugee camps in the  
neighbouring country Algeria. 
 
Photo: Paul Patrick Børhaug
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In September 2016, the 
World’s Best News-campaign 
was launched for the second 
time in Norway. 100.000 
newspapers starring positive 
and constructive news were 
distributed throughout the 
country.

Did you hear the good news?

Originally a Danish initiative, the purpose of the 
campaign is to increase people’s knowledge about 
international development, by highlighting some of 
the areas in which the world is moving forward.
       - Surveys show that people think the reality of 
the world is much worse than it actually is. This is 
partly because positive developments rarely make 
the headlines, says SAIH President Inga Marie Nymo 
Riseth.

“Progress happens every day”
By highlighting some of the positive trends and 
developments, the World’s Best News campaign 
seek to inspire journalists to take a different and 
more constructive approach to journalism, offering 
solutions to the challenges we are facing. 
       The campaign is run by SAIH, together with 
Spire and Changemaker. 
       - If we want to make the world a better place, 
we need to see the whole picture. Progress happens 
every day. If the media only focus on the negative 
news, it is hard to believe that change is possible, 
says project coordinator, Ann-Therese Kildal.

People want positive news
There has been a huge interest in the campaign; 
from civil society actors, politicians and business-
es. More than 300 volunteers in over 30 different 
towns and cities all over Norway helped handing out 
100.000 newspapers.
       Thanks to our collaboration with Flytoget,  
passengers had the pleasure of reading World’s Best 
News articles on the train during the campaign, and 
Stavanger Aftenblad dedicated an entire section of 
their newspaper to positive world news.
       After last year’s campaign, SAIH frequently  
receives requests from people who want to contrib-
ute. This indicates that people need to know that we 
are in fact moving in the right direction. 
       - The requests and engagement from the public 
and all the volunteers demonstrate that we are 
tapping into something that people in general feel 
strongly about. People need the World’s Best News, 
says Riseth.

Prime Minister Erna Solberg also received the World’s Best News on th 
campaign day, during a visit in Trondheim.

Project coordinator, Ann-Therese Kildal.
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Reaching further with Radi-Aid

Another successful campaign 
and awards in 2016, proved 
that Radi-Aid has become an 
established “watch dog” within 
the international development 
community.

The Radi-Aid Awards is an annual event that was 
created by SAIH in 2013, after the satirical campaign 
and music video Radi-Aid: Africa for Norway in 2012.
       By highlighting the best and worst charity ads 
of the year, the goal with the Radi-Aid Awards is to 
change the way fundraising campaigns communi-
cate and to engage people in issues of poverty and 
development. Both the awards and SAIH’s satire 
videos have received wide attention internationally, 
and the annual campaign has spawned a renewed 
public debate about fundraising communication and 
stereotypical presentations within the NGO sector.
       This year, SAIH published the new spoof video 
Change A Life With Just One Swipe, the fourth in a 
series using humour and satire to illustrate the per-
ceptions many people have of the global South.
       In addition to massive response on social me-
dia – assumably the highest activity SAIH has ever 
seen during a campaign period – the campaign was 
mentioned in 31 articles in national and internation-
al media outlets. This year’s theme was also debated 
widely in Norwegian media; in NRK Ytring, NRK 
Dagsnytt 18 and Bistandsaktuelt. 

The 2016 winners
The Radi-Aid Awards ceremony was held in Oslo on 
December 8th. The Golden Radiator Award 2016 was 
given to the most creative and engaging fundraising 

video of the year, “Love A Positive Life”, created by 
the International HIV & Aids Alliance. Adverts from 
Amnesty Poland and Plan International UK were also 
among the finalists.
“The Wait Is Over” by the Christian sponsorship 
organization Compassion International won the 
Rusty Radiator Awards, the least prestigious prize. 
“It promotes deep-rooted perceptions of Western 
superiority over the South”, said the jury about the 
film. World Vision Australia and Save the Children 
Netherlands were the other nominees for the Rusty 
Radiator.
       An international jury has selected the final 
nominees, while winners are awarded through open 
voting online. During the last four years, the jury 
have witnessed an increasing number of examples 
on creative and engaging fundraising videos. 

Radi-Aid at museum in Berlin
As a result of the Radi-Aid campaign, SAIH is fre-
quently invited to speak and participate in seminars 
and panels in Norway and abroad, and receives sev-
eral requests from students and others who would 
like to use the campaign in their work and projects. 
       - The Radi-Aid Awards is not only an event, but 
an important awareness campaign for SAIH. We are 
really honoured to see that the campaign is reaching 
further and further every year, and that the awards is 
referred to as an established “watch dog” within the 
international development network, says Thea Wil-
loch Njaastad, Vice President of SAIH and Radi-Aid 
2016 project manager.
       One of the highlights in 2016 was the request 
from The German Historical Museum in Berlin, ask-
ing for permission to use the film Radi-Aid: Africa 
for Norway and one of the Golden Radiator trophies 
to highlight the awards. The exhibition German 
Colonialism – fragments past and present opened in 
October, open for the public until May 2017.
       SAIH also contributed to  “Africa’s Media Image 
in the 21st Century”, published by Routledge (2016) 
– the first book in over twenty years to examine 
the international media’s coverage of sub-Saharan 
Africa.

Radi-Aid exhibited at the 
German Historical Museum

Radi-Aid Awards 2016
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From our activists 

“In 2016 I especially 
enjoyed the summer 
gathering. It was 
the introduction 
to Operation Day’s 
Work and everybody 
liked the campaign, 
and I felt like 
everyone became 
super engaged and 
excited because of 
it.” 

“My best memory 
from 2016 is the birth 
of SAIH-Drammen. 
We have worked 
for a long time to 
establish a local 
chapter at campus 
and finally in 2016 
we did it!”

“What I like the most 
about being part of 
SAIH is the chance 
to meet and discuss 
with likeminded 
people while getting 
new experiences.”

Cassandra Myhre
SAIH Tromsø

Silje Totland
SAIH Drammen

Martinus Førde
SAIH Kristiansand

      
Fall gathering 2016, at Nærsnes.
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Going on exchange with SAIH

During the last year, SAIH has had two exchange 
programs in collaboration with our partner organi-
zations in Southern Africa. In total, 18 people have 
gotten the chance to work with issues related to 
women`s and student’s rights in Norway, Zimbabwe 
and South Africa. 

Important advocacy work
The exchange participants from Norway and Zim-
babwe were some of the key players behind the ini-
tiative gathering student leaders from six countries 
in Southern Africa to re-launch SASU, the Southern 
Africa Student Union. They have also been valuable 
partners in the process of nominating students to 
the Students at Risk (STAR) program, in Norway.  
      All the participants have been involved in 
advocacy work and have been important represent-
atives for SAIH and our partner organizations. For 
instance, a group of participants organized a debate 
about the role of social media in the democratization 
process in Zimbabwe, and others received resound-
ing applause for talking about the problem of sexual 
harassment of female students at Zimbabwean 
universities. 

       The exchange participants have also held many 
workshops to sensitize young politicians, SAIH 
activists, and others on the topic of sexual and 
reproductive rights, and why lack of this in many 
cases are an obstacle to higher education in several 
countries. 

Creating FEMHUB
During her exchange, Patience Malunga from the  
Female Students Network (FSN) in Zimbabwe, initi-
ated and launched the FEMHUB, a global platform 
for female students. 
       - The aim of FEMHUB is to gather stories from 
female students across the globe, in order to high-
light the structural difficulties they face as well as 
their achievements for inspiration, says Malunga. 
       In the long term, she wants the FEMHUB to be-
come a significant global interest group, improving 
the conditions of women in learning institutions.

“I have used this opportunity 
to reinforce the ties between 
female students in Norway and 
Zimbabwe”, says Patience from 
Female Students Network (FSN). 
She is one of 18 people who 
has attended SAIH`s exchange 
programs in 2016. 

Patience Malunga in a debate during the HRHW film festival 2016. 
Photo: Monica Lovdahl. 

 

                        Participants in SAIH`s exchange program, 2015/2016
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In September 2016, student activist Maxwell Dlamini was finally 
released from all  charges against him in the constitutional court of 
Swaziland. His case illustrates the reality for numerous students 
and student movements that SAIH collaborates with around the 
world.

Historical victory in Swaziland

- This is a victory for all students and organizatons 
who believed in my innocence and campaigned vig-
orously for my release, Maxwell Dlamini told SAIH 
after receiving the good news in court.  

Accused under the terrorist act
Maxwell was first charged with sedition in 2013 for 
questioning the King of Swaziland’s luxurious ex-
penditure when the people of Swaziland are facing 
extreme poverty. Maxwell demanded free educa-
tion and improved allowances for tertiary students.        
Despite of the charges, he continued to use his voice 
for academic freedom and democratization through 
organizing public community meetings. 
       In May 2014, he was arrested again, charged 
with two counts of terrorism and two counts of 
sedition, after speaking on behalf of students in a 
1st of May Day celebration. Several student leaders 
opposed the charges, saying that they conflicted 
with the constitution of Swaziland and should be 
declared invalid.
       Judgement was issued in September 2016, and 
declared that the terrorism act of 2008 and sedition 
act are both unconstitutional. The section which 
Maxwell was charged under was declared invalid.  

 

A long way to go
Historically, students in Swaziland have been in the 
forefront in the struggle for social justice. They have 
been vocal in the rejection of the undemocratic gov-
ernment and not afraid to criticize the king. 
       When Maxwell was released, his fellow students  
welcomed the victory as a stepping stone towards 
total freedom for students. Maxwell emphasizes that 
the situation for student activists continues to be 
very difficult in Swaziland:
       - The students are being victimised and perse-
cuted for their bold and courageous call for democ-
ratisation and improved spending in the education 
sector. Several students are systematically failed and 
chased out of university, forced into exile, arrest-
ed and charged under draconian laws. Others are 
beaten, tortured, abducted and persecuted on a daily 
basis, he says. Still, he has hope for the future:
      - I hope that the constitutional judgement is a 
partial victory for students and activists. I hope it 
means they can now freely associate, assemble and 
exercise the right to speak without fear of being 
charged with terrorism and sedition, Maxwell says. 
       

 
Maxell Dlamini has a long history as a stdent activist in Swaziland.  
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What does it  mean to train ‘qualified teachers’  in a marginalized 
and multiethnic community? SAIH`s partner FADCANIC has 
addressed this challenge by implementing the most comprehensive 
program for multi-cultural teacher training in the Caribbean Coast 
of Nicaragua.

Training multicultural teachers

SAIH has had a long-term commitment to the Car-
ibbean Coast in Nicaragua since the early 1970s. 
Since 1997, SAIH has supported FADCANIC’s efforts 
in shaping education policies for the autonomous 
regions by training bilingual intercultural teachers 
as drivers of change at community level. 

A new generation of teachers 
By developing a multicultural approach to teach-
er’s professional training, FADCANIC has managed 
to form a new generation of teachers working at 
primary level that have the competence to deal 
with multicultural contexts, where different ethnic 
groups and languages coexist. During school vaca-
tions, empirical teachers undergo training sessions 
where they learn about methods of critical pedagogy 
oriented towards increasing reflexive capacities. It 
also emphasizes strengthening educational practice 
in multilingual contexts and raising awareness of 
issues of social justice, human rights and gender.  
       Pedagogical follow-up ensures that the teachers 
deploy the new methods of teaching when they are 
back in the community classrooms. After follow-up 
sessions, teachers experience relevant changes 
in their teaching practice, with better planning of 
classes and better learning interface with the com-
munity beyond the classrooms. Students learning in 
their first languages also perform better.
    

Poorest region taking the lead
FADCANIC’s teacher training program is part of a 
broader long-term strategy to strengthen the auton-
omy and multiculturalism of the Caribbean Coast, 
under which intercultural bilingual education is a 
cornerstone. The target is to train 100 percent of 
the teachers until 2021. To date, the only ongoing 
initiative working towards this goal in the South 
Caribbean Autonomous Region (RACCS) is FAD-
CANIC`s training program, supported by SAIH. 
       The positive impact of the program is also 
reflected in the national statistics. The percentage 
of empirical teachers in the RACCS is much lower 
than in the rest of the country, meaning teachers 
are better qualified. FADCANIC alone has trained 
64 percent of all teachers in primary education 
at RACCS, since the start of the partnership with 
SAIH. The academic performance of the primary 
students has also improved, and the efforts have 
broad support amongst the parents. 
 
More than 300 teachers in 2016
Throughout 2016, 329 empirical teachers were 
enrolled in the FADCANIC/SAIH training program; 
100% of them remained in the program and were 
promoted to the subsequent level. Forty-five of 
these teachers graduated and are ready to further 
their education at the regional universities located 
in Bluefields, during the 2017 vacation programs. 

          llustration. Photo: SAIH
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Combating discrimination in Myanmar

SAIH has joined forces with the LGBT organization Colours 
Rainbow in Myanmar. Through this collaboration, we aim to 
combat discrimination and work towards a more inclusive 
education system. 

In June 2016, SAIH signed our first contract in 
Myanmar. The LGBT organization Colours Rainbow 
works against discrimination and stigmatization 
of LGBT people and is part of the larger and high-
ly reputable human rights organization, Equality 
Myanmar. The organization is also head of a national 
network of LGBT organizations with a wide  
geographical outreach.

Suffer double discrimination
Like many former British colonies, Myanmar still has 
legislation stemming from the colonial era. In Myan-
mar, this affects LGBT people through Article 377 of 
the Criminal Code, which prohibit sexual intercourse 
“against the order of nature.” Other parts of the leg-
islation are also used to stigmatize, intimidate and 
demand bribes of transgender people. 
       Although the legislation is rarely used in con-
victions, it has major consequences for LGBT people, 
who are often considered criminals and experience 
harassment by the police. LGBT people have also 
been a double discriminated group in a country 
where civil society in general, and human rights  
defenders in particular, has been under severe pres-
sure during decades of dictatorship.

A highly relevant partner
With support from SAIH, Colours Rainbow aim to 

make the education system in Myanmar more open 
and inclusive, and to reduce violence and discrimi-
nation against LGBT youth. The partnership is part 
of SAIH`s global program for young LGBT people’s 
rights and non-discrimination. In 2016, this program 
consisted of eight partner organizations in six differ-
ent countries.
       - There have been major political changes and 
reforms influencing Myanmar in recent years, like 
the inauguration of the first democratically elected 
government since the 1960s in spring 2016. All of 
this makes the potential for improving the legal and 
social situation of LGBT people very real, and our 
partnership with Colours Rainbow is therefore time-
ly and highly relevant, says SAIH’s program advisor 
Andreas Røise Myhrvold.

Several challenges
Violence, harassment and discrimination of students 
and teachers, who challenge the norms of sexuality 
and gender identity, is only one of many challeng-
es facing the education system in Myanmar. In the 
years to come, SAIH will continue to keep in touch 
with actors working for academic freedom and 
educational reform in Myanmar, parallel with the 
further development of our partnership with Colours 
Rainbow.

 
Illustration. Photo: Colours Rainbow
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Opening doors to higher education

With a new student loan scheme, ZANEC- Zambia National 
Education Coalition is opening the doors to Zambian universities. 

Unless you were lucky enough to be born a boy in a 
rich family living in a metropolitan area, chances are 
that you will hardly make it to the university in Zam-
bia. Overcoming these hurdles through networking 
and advocacy is the main mission of SAIH’s partner 
ZANEC – Zambia National Education Coalition.
       Since the 1970s, Zambia has endeavored to 
increase access to higher education by giving out 
bursary grants to students that did not have money 
to pay for it. With time, economic recession com-
bined with an increased demand for access to higher 
education turned this solution into something way 
too expensive for the government in the long run. 
       From 1990s onwards, the government imple-
mented a cost-sharing policy whereby tuition fees, 
boarding fees and other user charges were created 
to help fund higher education institutions. 

A successful lobby
By promoting students’ discussion forums on  
academic freedom in several Zambian universities, 
ZANEC has managed to build successful advocacy 
strategies that has led to a positive impact at policy 
level. From non-violent street demonstrations to 
public budget analysis and political advocacy at 
executive and legislative levels, ZANEC has man-
aged to hold authorities accountable and to push for 
increased access to higher education. 
       ZANEC has consistently advocated for lower 
education fees and for the financial sustainability of 
education in Zambia. During discussions on the 2016 
public budget, ZANEC demanded that a minimum 

of 20% of the total budget should be allocated to 
education (against 17% proposed by the government). 
They urged the government to move towards more 
domestic financing of education policies by maxi-
mizing the collection of revenues from the mining 
sector, thereby reducing dependency on international 
cooperation partners. 

A new loan scheme
With the support of SAIH’s networks and funding,  
ZANEC together with the Zambian National Student 
Union managed to press for new legislation creat-
ing a student loan scheme, whereby students may 
receive a loan for their education, including tuition 
fees, books and a living allowance. 
       In 2015, the Zambian parliament approved a 
Higher Education Loan and Stipend Board and in May 
2016 the president passed the Students Loan Scheme 
Bill, which was enacted by Parliament in June 2016. 
The regulation is welcome and expected to meet the 
demand of the Zambian youth – about 70% of the 
overall population in the country – for access to a 
good higher education. 
       However, the law still has a long way to go to 
prove that it is feasible. How students are going to 
repay their loans, where the resources will come 
from, and how the loan scheme will be managed are 
key questions to determine if the law will work in 
practice. ZANEC and the students’ networks, with 
the support of SAIH, are at the forefront of these  
debates and will continue to be key stakeholders in 
the struggle for a more inclusive higher education.

 
        Grace Manyonga, Director of ZANEC
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Winner of Operation Day’s Work 2016
We are proud to say that 2016 was the year when 
Operation Days Work “came home”. Our cooperation 
with the largest solidarity movement for Norwegian 
high school students has given us the possibility to 
amplify our work with both existing and new part-
ners in Colombia. This is an important victory for 
SAIH and for Colombian youths fighting for peace.

Expanding to Asia
For the first time since 1980 we have a partner 
organization in an Asian country. Together with the 
LGBT organization Colours Rainbow, we will fight to 
make the education system in Myanmar more open 
and inclusive. 

Giving you the world’s best news
SAIH’s info-political work is being acknowledged. 
In 2016, we received an all-time high funding from 
our main donor, Norad. The increase in funds made 
it possible to further develop our campaign The 
World’s Best News, together with Spire and Change-
maker. There is still a need for a more balanced view 
of development in the South, and SAIH is ready to 
provide it.

Expanding SAIH

New member: Industri Energi Student 
SAIH has 50 member organizations and we con-
stantly work to broaden our supporter base. We were 
pleased to welcome one new member to the SAIH 
family in 2016; Industri Energi Student. 

SAIH tenners 
Without the great support we have from Norwegian 
students through the “SAIH-tenners” we would not 
have been able to maintain, and even increase, the 
high level of activities nationally and internation-
ally. Together with funding from Norad, the tenners 
represent our greatest source of funding. In 2015 this 
support amounted to 10,6 million NOK. 
 
Private donors
Although our total income has increased over the 
past years, it is important for an organisation like 
ours to have a broad funding base. This is the reason 
SAIH in 2016 decided to take the step into the world 
of fundraising. It is now possible for anyone to sup-
port our fight for higher education, via our website 
or simply by sending a SMS. 

H Å V A R D  H O V D H A U G E N

S A I H ’ S  D I R E C T O R

SAIH has grown substantially over the last couple of years, with 2016 
marking a peak in the organisation’s history. Here are some of the  
highlights: 
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Electoral period fall 2015/spring 2016: 

The Board
Nicklas Poulsen Viki (President) 
Martine Jahre (Organisational Vice President) 
Inga Marie Nymo Riseth (Political Vice President) 
Kristoffer Kinge 
Stine Navarsete 
Jonas Ådnøy Holmqvist 
Lise Resvold
Helge Schwitters (NSO) 
Johanna Vaagland (deputy board member, NSO) 
Siri Johnsen (rep. for academic organisations)
Ocean Marambanyika (deputy board member, rep. for 
academic organisations)
Kari Lindemann (employees’ representative)
Eva Maria Fjellheim (deputy board member, employees)
Rikke Andersen (deputy board member)

National Council
Sigrid Valberg (rep. for academic organisations)
Daniel Hernandez (rep. for national student organisations) 
Heidi Kristiansen (SAIH Lillehammer)
Thea Willoch Njaastad (SAIH Bergen) 
Sondre Stai (SAIH Trondheim) 
Silje Åkre (SAIH Ås)
Hanna Skjerven (SAIH Tromsø) 
Aurora Salmelid (SAIH Bislet) 
Vivian Tvedt  
Gagan Chabra 
First deputy member: Elise Runde 
Second deputy member: Majed Abusalama 
Third deputy member: Sergio Chavez 

Information Committee
Mikael Østhus Schärer
Nora Dokken Harboe (to Dec 31. 2015)  
Tord Grasmo (to Jan 15. 2016)
Tora Regina M. Deglum (From Jan 1. 2016)
Aurora Salmelid (From Feb 27. 2016)

Election Committee
Nora Paus 
Anja Bakken Riise 
Emilie Langbråten Wilberg 

Control Commitee 
Julie Ness
Ulrikke Thomsen
Mats Haug 

Electoral period fall 2016/spring 2017: 

The Board
Inga Marie Nymo Riseth (President)
Thea Willoch Njaastad (Organisational Vice President)
Beathe Øgård (Political Vice President)
Kristoffer Kinge
Hans Christian Paulsen
Emil André Erstad
Kristine Lindberg
Christine Adriane Svendsrud (NSO)
Sondre Stai (deputy board member, NSO)
Siri Johnsen (rep. for academic organizations)
Ayse Bulak (deputy board member, rep. for academic 
organisations)
Marianne Haugh (employees’ representative)
Eva Maria Fjellheim (deputy board member for employees)
Jorunn Bakke Johannessen (deputy board member)

National Council
Rikke Bergseth (rep. for academic organisations) 
Kristina Klakegg (rep. for national student organisations)
Kerime van Opijnen (rep. for student democracies) 
Julie Wood (SAIH Trondheim)
Heidi Kristiansen (SAIH Lillehammer)
Martinus Førde (SAIH Kristiansand)
Aslak Bjørge Hermstad (SAIH Bergen) 
Morsalin Al Anbary (SAIH Hedmark)  
- replaced by Mari Asbjørnsen (SAIH Stavanger), 18.02.17 
Jakob Lorentzen (SAIH Blindern) 
Karoline Wergeland Kaldråstøyl (SAIH Bislet) 
Anne Marit Pettersen (SAIH Tromsø)  
- replaced by Cassandra Myhre (SAIH Tromsø) 18.02.17
Amalie Ekløf 
First deputy member: Kelly Then
Second deputy member: Åshild Svensson 
Third deputy member: Daniel Hernandez

Information Committee
Tora M. Deglum
Julie Jansen
Elise Runde
Aqib Chaudry

Election Committee
Jørn Wichne Pedersen
Niclas Poulsen Viki
Emilie Wilberg

Control Committee
Mats Molland Haug
Silje Poulsen Viki
Anette Remme

Representatives & Employees
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Employees 2016:

Håvard Hovdhaugen – Director 
Kari Anette Lindemann – Team Leader and Program Adviser
Live Bjørge – Program Adviser 
Eva Maria Fjellheim – Program Adviser 
Andreas Røise Myhrvold – Program Adviser 
Marianne Haugh – Program Adviser 
Kjersti Augland – Program Adviser (on leave)
Christian Bull – Political Adviser 
Trine Grüner – Information Adviser 
Kristin Marie Skaar – Information Adviser (on leave until May)
Ann-Therese Kildal – Coordinator, World’s Best News (50%, May – December 2016)  
Marianne Holden – Operation Day’s Work Coordinator (May – December 2016)
Ola Alnæs – Finance and Administration Adviser (until March 2016)
Juliane Granly – Finance and Administration Adviser (50%, June – August 2016)
Carina Hansen – Finance and Administration Adviser (50%, October – December 2016)
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SAIH in numbers, 2016

Income 2016 How we spent our money

90,8 %

9 %

1

Program services

Administration
and fundraising

11,0 %

9 %

30 %

50,0 %
Latin America

Academic Freedom

LGBTI

Africa

Expenditures - divided by international programme 
(Projects in Norway not included)

SAIH is a member of Innsamlingskontrollen/ 
The Norwegian Control Committee for Fundraising

67,5 % 
Grants - Norad

25 % 
Private donors

0,5 % 
Other donations

7 % 
Grants - FK Norway
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INCOME

Grants
Grants - Norad
Grants - FK Norway
Grants - Others
Total grants 

Donations
Private donors 
Other donations
Total donations

Total income

EXPENDITURE

Program services
Academic freedom, Global
LGBTI, Global
Africa
Asia
Latin America
Info political work, Norway
Operation Days Work
FK Exchange
The Norwegian Control Committee 
for Fundraising
Other costs 
Total program services

Administration and fundraising
Administration
Fundraising and profiling
Total administration and fundraising

Total expenditure

Result

Income & Expenditure

2016

 30 786 172 
 2 938 371 
 170 592 
 33 895 135 

 11 554 595 
 166 749 
 11 721 344 

 45 616 479 

2016

 
3 494 557 
 2 841 754 
 9 771 571 
 -   
 16 122 208 
 4 656 626 
 545 693 
 3 147 606 
 21 932 

 
40 601 947 

 3 946 772 
 152 320 
 4 099 092 

 44 701 039 

 915 440 

2015

 30 150 000 
 759 725 
 116 864 
 31 026 589 

 10 636 116 
 419 725 
 11 055 841 

 42 082 430 

2015

 3 532 410 
 2 776 518 
 9 820 805 

 17 460 557 
 4 037 522 
 -   
 788 850 
 20 367 
 
242 963 
38 679 992 

 3 201 377 
 134 269 
 3 335 645 

 42 015 637 

 66 793 

For the year ended 31 December 2016




